
PART TWO - CHOOSE
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Welcome back
I trust you enjoyed the first video and 

can now see that it is possible to create 
a life built around what you love.

Today, I’m going to encourage you to 
begin to explore the options you have 
and see a real way forward that you 

can begin to follow right now.
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That it’s entirely possible to 
craft a business and lifestyle 

where you’re harnessing 
your talents and delivering 
your own unique creativity 

into the world, clearly, 
confidently and calmly.

What to focus on in your 
life and how to walk your 
own true creative path. 

Break the start/stop 
dilemma and find what you 
care enough to commit to 

and deliver with conviction

Stop worrying about what it’s 
going to take, whether you can 

manage it, and if it will pay 
the bills and just start creating 
it! Have the faith to take the 
steps forward, knowing that 

the others will follow.

BELIEVE CHOOSE START
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This is the second video in the three-part lesson series on 
your Path To Freedom ... In Video 1, I mentioned there are 
3 things Creative Entrepreneurs often struggle with that 

make them give up on their creative dreams: 

Today you will learn how to 
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‘BELIEVE’

If you missed the first video, go check it out now ...
You’ll find the link at top of this page
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We talked about:
How a business in not just a business ... it’s so much more than that

Everything we do needs to have a big enough WHY,  
to get us started and to make sure we don’t give up

How important it is to ‘know yourself ’ and ‘be yourself ’  
before you can authentically ‘share yourself ’ through your business or brand

You met 2 ‘Big Vision Makers’ who shared some steps they’ve taken towards 
their Big Vision for their life and business

You began to explore some simple awareness exercises  
that will take you closer to uncovering your own Big Vision
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I shared my journey from letting go of my successful 
design agency to letting go and finding a whole new way 

of doing business that allows me to live what I call a 
Freedom Driven Lifestyle

How I turned each experience into a complete and 
comprehensive step-by-step process that will now  

help you create your 

CREATIVE LIFESTYLE BUSINESS
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Today in this video I’m going to share with you the steps I took to create the 
lifestyle I live now, with a business that allows me to be anywhere I choose at 

any time, working with people I truly care about and sharing my unique ideas, 
skills and talents with those that value them the most.

It all starts with Believing, Choosing and Starting
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If you BELIEVE in your path, you’ve  
CHOSEN from the heart and STARTING is easy

If you’re doubting your path, or your actions,  
you probably don’t BELIEVE in what you’re doing enough  

or you don’t BELIEVE in yourself enough. 

 
Therefore you’re CHOOSING from fear rather than courage 
and you’re likely to give up, not really gain momentum or  

instill confidence in others or not even START.  
Or fall into a start/stop trap.
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I believe it’s as simple as:

BELIEVE - Let Go & Listen
CHOOSE - From the heart
START - With Small Steps

Every day, not just once!
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BELIEVING - Means Letting Go of
Conditioning and assumptions

Sabotaging Beliefs and unhelpful Self-Talk
Doubts - (Unproductive Bullshit Time)

Being attached to the outcome
What you think you know based on what you or others have experienced

That you’re not good enough, or not smart enough or not trained enough ...
It leaves you feeling annoyed, frustrated and angry -  
with a niggling inner voice that just won’t go away

At worst - unfulfilled, lost opportunities, wasted talents, buried dreams
At best - A half-hearted approach - held back with fear based choices, a lack 

of focus -and a FOMO attitude
And maybe falling into a start/stop trap
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BELIEVING - Letting Go, what it feels like
A quiet confidence

Daily productive actions driven by a ‘Bigger Vision’
Focused on a Bigger ‘WHY’  

(the shitty things and failures don’t matter so much)
A centered presence - to bounce back and stand your ground

An inner knowing that you’re on the right path
Faith - the universe has got your back

Being able to CHOOSE clearly, confidently and calmly
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But CHOOSING ... is not always that easy

Especially when you have a creative mind ...
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If there’s one thing I see creative entrepreneurs  
struggle with the most ...

It’s CHOOSING what to focus on

Choosing a career, a direction, a style of art - or even their breakfast! 
Choosing what is the ‘best’ thing to focus their time on today 
Choosing an idea to focus on for their next painting or book 
Choosing a purpose or activity that is worthy of their time 

Even choosing a life that is driven by joy and not duty

Dreams get stalled in creative minds, ideas get shelved and visions go dull 
People get cranky and take it out on other people 

People slowly drift into an uninspired life, build mindless habits and seek 
external fulfilment rather than pursuing worthy goals - people give up
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WHY IS IT SO HARD TO CHOOSE?

1. People choose according to what they already know, or  
BELIEVE, based on their previous, or other people’s  
previous experiences - they’re choosing from FEAR

2. People allow distractions and demanding people to  
rule their life, living a dutiful life rather choosing  

their own creative path

3. People are scared of what their choice may or may  
not entail, of what might happen if and when
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Let’s explore them one by one ...
Choosing according to what you already know, or  

BELIEVE, based on your previous, or other people’s  
previous experiences - choosing from FEAR

Hopefully you’ve begun to ask more questions and started to believe ... Because as a rule:
People assume things can’t be done rather than question how it could be tried. They focus on 

problems rather than looking for new possibilities and give up on things before they’ve even tried. 
They choose according to what they think they can have, rather than what they really want.

They cut themselves off from all possibilities because they set themselves up for creating 
something they don’t really want, assuming that what they really want is not possible

End up drifting through life day by day, week by week,  
year by year not taking any steps towards on any dreams or  

not even getting clear on any visions
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Allowing distractions and demanding people to rule your life, 
living a dutiful life rather choosing your own path

For some reason, ‘quiet creatives’, resort to living their life according to other 
people’s rules, rather than choosing what they really want for themselves.   

They allow others, no ASK others, to direct their lives rather than  
striding out onto a path that they’d really like to.

They regularly seek approval or consent from others to check that they’ve made the ‘right’ choice.
They get complacent and sit in the comfort of letting other people direct their creativity, rather than 

risking putting their own stuff out there to be judged and criticized.
They ‘do their creative stuff quietly on the side’ and keep it tucked away safely - waiting for the right 
moment to appear to share it, or the right people to approve it. They actually look for distractions to 

eliminate the fear of having to get their own stuff out there and put themselves up for rejection and all 
those other scary things that can happen if they fail and they put ourselves down the list, preferring to 

hide behind other people’s demands and using them as excuses as to why our stuff is not out there

They’re not willing to stand up for what they believe in or  
dig deep to find out what it might be
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Being scared of what your choice may or may  
not entail, of what might happen ...People are scared of SO 

many things ... here’s a few that I know quite well

Scared of ...
 choosing the wrong thing! FOMO

The unknown - (here’s a tip - EVERYTHING is unknown)
Looking foolish or embarrassing themselves

Disappointing others, that have different dreams for them
Running out of money

Managing it once it takes off
Being judged by people who know more than them

Starting before they’re ready - that they don’t know enough - yet
Getting it wrong and giving up - again
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I’m so guilty of all of these ...
I’ve focused time on things I didn’t really want because I thought I 

couldn’t have what I really did want

I constantly asked for other people’s approval to see if I was doing it ‘right’

I created things I thought other people wanted me to  
create, rather than delivering confidently what I wanted

My biggest problem for so long, was choosing
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 I pursued different avenues over and over again because I 
just didn’t allow myself to choose what I really wanted

I kept taking dead ends because I  
didn’t listen to what I really needed to hear.

I was choosing from FEAR

 I was not allowing myself to  
BELIEVE in what I couldn’t see YET

I was choosing from my head, not from my heart
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CHOOSING - From the heart

Choose something you care so much  
about you’d do it anyway

Choose from a compelling WHY - then you can get up and 
get going every day even when it’s not going smoothly

Have a Big Vision that drives you forward - then the  
small failures don’t matter so much they’re just  

re-adjustments along the way.

You can be willing to FAIL HAPPILY
You’ll enjoy the journey, because that’s all there is anyway!
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What happens if you don’t truly care?
First roadblock you give up and start wavering and making excuses

At some point the ‘shit sandwich’ becomes too great
You forget why you’re getting up at 5am ... working long hours

People lose faith in you, you can’t deliver your story with conviction
You keep starting and stopping, seeking something that ticks the boxes
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When I sold my business 15 years ago...

I had to admit to myself that I’d

LOST MY WAY
And it was because I’d

LOST MY WHY
I needed to choose something I truly cared about
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How do you choose from the heart?

Find your own centre and make a choice from there

Make time and space for SELF-AWARENESS

Allow yourself the ritual of SELF-CARE

Build your SELF-CONFIDENCE
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Something you believe in - driven by something deep within.

That drives you forward and sparks you up enough to  
overcome the challenges and carry on your path

Something you’d hold a sign up for at an airport
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Self-Awareness Time

Let’s start to make some clear and conscious choices

Use these creative exercises from the  
Big Vision Baby Steps Kickstart Progam

and start getting clarity on your next steps. 
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Find yourself a quiet space where you 
won’t be disturbed and go within

Leave your thoughts about HOW aside
Forget what you think you KNOW  
and move towards what you FEEL 
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As you’re writing, I’m sure all sorts of thoughts are creeping 
in, that might be bringing up questions around 

HOW am I going to make this happen?  

The secret to choosing from the heart,  

is to not let the head get in the way
Your head will want to know all the answers. It will want to 
know HOW will it happen. WHEN will it happen. WHAT IF 
it doesn’t happen! Sit with the thoughts of WHAT you truly 

want and the HOW will look after itself.
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1. You either BELIEVE... or you don’t. If you believe you can, you probably 
can - if you believe you can’t - well you probably won’t even try!

2. You CHOOSE something you care about and focus on it with faith and 
consistency and deliver it with passion. Or you fall into the START/STOP 
trap fearing the joyful path and never really find your own creative flow. 

3. You START by taking steady baby steps and focus on the next one in front 
of you enjoying the journey. Or you get overwhelmed by looking too far 
ahead, lose faith, worry about managing it all, get stuck or even give up!

Over my 30 years working as a brand consultant, I've worked with people 
in a multitude of industries. Some have been very successful, some have 
struggled with stress. Some have amazing talents and skills but just can't 

seem to get it out there! The three things that made them either successful or 
stressed - are often the same reasons that we’re taking about here
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Everything that has been created was once a thought. 

If there are no new thoughts,  
there are no new creations. 

Business can be difficult.  
Belief comes and goes 

Choices have to be made every day,  
You need to start afresh every day
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If you can find that ‘Big Vision’ that drives you  
forward and learn to recentre and  

recommit every day towards that focus

Then set up a lifestyle that allows you to  
take another step every day towards it

If you have a Big Vision  
a compelling WHY 

the WHAT looks after itself
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Are you ready to seek out your BIG WHY?

Are you ready to choose your creative path and  
walk it with confidence?

I’d love to help you more ... 
Comment in the section below ...

Tell me what you would do if you could do anything
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Stop worrying about what 
it’s going to take, whether 

you can manage it, and 
if it will pay the bills and 

just start creating it! Have 
the faith to take the steps 
forward, knowing that the 

others will follow.

START

Coming soon
The next video in the Path 

to Freedom series will teach 
you how to

PART THREE
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